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• Street lighting began approx. 300 years ago, oil lamps placed on 
wooden poles were replaced in the early 18th century by cast-iron 
fixtures.
• Beginning of the 19th saw gas lamps come into use and by the 20th

century electric lamps were widely used.



• We are only 7 
generations from a time 
when there was no 
artificial lighting.

• 2% of the Earth’s surface 
covered by light pollution 
each year over the last 4 
years.

• 24% increase in light 
pollution in England 
1993-2000.

• Only 22% of England has 
the darkest skies left 
(72% Northumberland).



We have some of the darkest sky in England – needing protection



Why are Dark Skies important?

• Tranquillity and skyscape

• Astronomy and science

• Cultural value

• Wildlife and people’s health

• Recreation and tourism



What is light pollution?

• Artificial light that’s excessive, obtrusive 
and ultimately wasteful, directly affecting 
how bright our night skies appear.

• Wasted light that performs no function or 
task.

• Artificial light that goes where it’s not 
supposed to go – a neighbor’s window or 
into the sky.



Sky Glow
Caused by the illumination of air molecules and particles/air 
pollution.
Created both by reflected surfaces and badly directed light.



Glare
The brightness of a light source when viewed against a dark 
background



Light Intrusion (or Light Spill)
Light Trespassing into neighbouring properties.



Impacts on wildlife?

Migration

Circadian Rhythm

Habitat

Predation & Behaviour











• Estimated £1bn energy wasted from 

inefficient lighting in UK.

• Lighting represents 15-30% of Local 

Authority carbon emissions,

• Street light costs £616million per 

year in England.

• 50%+ Highway Authorities are 

switching off lighting at night (12pm 

– 5 or 6am).

• Research shows night lighting 

switch offs do not increase 

accidents or crime levels.



The right amount of light, where it is needed, 
when it is needed

.



Lighting Design

Mitigating the effects of light pollution through:
• Dimmers, sensors and timers  
• Installation – positioning (downward) and shielding
• Temperature (colour) from light type (LED, low pressure sodium, 

etc.) and power.

• Shielded lamps:



Replacement lights = 
focused light distribution 
and zero glare or upward 
light spill

.

Unshielded outbuilding 
lights = significant glare & 
upward light



• Lumens (brightness) - 500 is considered the maximum 
requirement for domestic use;

• Colour temperature – measured in Kelvin (keep below 
3,000K ‘warm’).



Dark Sky Reserve: Lake District and wider Cumbria?

• An area of outstanding dark sky provision, possessing 
an exceptional or distinguished quality of starry nights 
and nocturnal environment that is specifically 
protected for its scientific, natural, educational, 
cultural, heritage and/or public enjoyment (IDA).

• An area which statutory, business and community 
stakeholders are committed to maintaining and 
improving the dark sky for future generations.





Sharing Good Practice & Working with Communities
and Others





Thank you…..  any questions?

https://www.friendsofthelakedistrict.org.uk/dark-skies-subsite

https://www.friendsofthelakedistrict.org.uk/dark-skies-subsite



